2014 3rd Quarter Update
Jaffrey, NH
Well, this should be short as I only just sent out the 2 nd Quarter Update, and our lives since then
have been in a kind of limbo compared to the last few Quarters. But I am busy, nonetheless.
I am in Jaffrey, NH, “working.” Ri is in India, but due to return here shortly, missing me, as I am
her. Aibor is still in California, waiting! (Taking forever to get him here.) Arri is Mr. Steady
compared to the rest of us restless renegades, keeping his nose to the grindstone in Santa
Barbara.
They have all missed a rather swell Fall Foliage Extravaganza here!
Ohhh, the colors of Fall in New England!
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Autumn always reminds me of the term “rubbernecking,” which is what we NH locals call the
activity engaged in by tourists as they drive around our towns swiveling their heads, craning
their necks, looking forward and back, up and down, to see all the sights, while causing all kinds
of havoc on the roads. This season, a particularly colorful one, I drove far and wide working, and
rubbernecked with reckless abandon!
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“Work,” work, work, that’s all I seem to do, seeking, with a rubber neck, to capture these images.
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Miksang Moment!…………..deep breath……..smell the forest……. exhale…..hear the forest…….
relax…….feel the forest.
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The cold air of Autumn and the water still warm from Summer make for some swell mist rising.
Left, ice frosted grasses, and right, the Contoocook a few hundred yards down from our house.

This pic needs some explanation, now that I look at in in this context. As I cruised around Dublin
Pond one morn, the sun poked above the horizon and golden light flooded through a low break in
the hills and lit up the mist rising from the pond, making it look like a field of golden wheat.
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Mist, mist, mist. Lots of early morning work.

OK, last mist shot.
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Momentously, with cymbals crashing, the Fall foliage peaked in a riot of colors!…….. and then,

Pooip! – it’s suddenly gone. The forests are bare. What a differemce a few days make. We are
now in “stick season” where the bare trees stand as sticks, no snow has fallen and the coming
long misery of Winter is now inevitable.
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The temps continue to drop,

and ice forms on things.

But, with the falling of the leaves, at least I can now see through my forest in my back yard to the
sunrise in the morning!
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As reported, I was down to no camera gear as I continue to study, and equivocate, and dawdle,
and drag my feet, and change my mind about all new camera and computer equipment. But I
gotta take pictures, now! So, I scrounged around the storage container and found an old
Olympus P&S of Aibor’s and have been shooting with that. It doesn’t take great pictures, but it
has a couple of interesting bells and whistles. It has a macro with LED lighting which is fun,
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and it takes underwater pix . Ever wonder what floating leaves look like from under water?
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Well, now you know!
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Ever wonder what floating leaves and raindrops look like underwater?
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Well, now you know! Hey, these are important observations! How about little waterfalls?
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Wheeee! What fun!
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Now, I am supposed to be working on this house here in Jaffrey. I have the new building permit,
and I bought a 34 foot travel trailer to live in on site, and I have designed a kitchen – when you
have 700 square feet to play with for a kitchen, it can drag on – and I have begun to line up
contractors and materials, and have tentatively made some of the bigger decisions, like what sort
of heating system(s) to install……..
But there are just so many distractions! Did you ever try to take a picture of a falling leaf? I did.
I ran around the lawn trying to capture a leaf, or leaves, in mid-fall for several days. It ain’t easy!
I imagined the neighbors pulling their children back from the windows, drawing the blinds and
muttering something about the lunatic who had moved next door. But, hey, this is important.
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A difficult job indeed, with this toy camera.

!
I have not hooked the TV up here, but I do have WiFi to connect me to the wider world, and I
spend a lot of time by myself (is that not worryingly apparent!?!), which is not something I am
particularly used to, as I wait for reinforcements, especially my favorite distraction, Rizona, to
arrive, so I can get to work on her, and so I take selfies (and eat lots of Ramen noodles). Here is a
selfie with the iPhone casting a shadow on my face. And one at sunrise on a cold mountaintop.
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And when I tire of taking selfies, I take pix of my shadow. Hey, it’s important, man.

And here is a selfie from under water. I see now why fish get frightened away!
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So I’m all by myself, but I’ve got my beautiful Mount Monadnock to ogle!
Here it sits calmly, bedecked in Fall colors.

While here it appears to be volcanically making its own weather.
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Climbing Monadnock is always worth it. Hard work… but Ahhhhh…..
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Get there early and you can have the whole peak to yourself, but pretty quickly it gets crowded
up there, and then good people watching starts. We are an interesting species.
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A pre-dawn hike, alone through spooky dark woods, and up to Monadnock’s rocky summit,

in time for the sunrise
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and in time to “catch” those first golden rays of the morning sun on the summit. Mission
accomplished! Yes indeed, so many distractions. So much important work to do!

I did a pre-dawn climb of Pack Monadnock too, a smaller mountain on the east side of the
Contoocook drainage, after a storm, looking for a certain shot of Monadnock in a sea of clouds. I
got to the summit on time,
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then got socked in for an hour in clouds and cold wind, but I bundled up and hung in there, and
sure enough Monadnock suddenly showed its awesome self, (Jaffrey is down in those clouds,
about midway, and to the left). If only I had a real camera!

And then the sun burst forth, but only momentarily,

before the summit was plunged right back into the cold and the clouds.
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On the way back down I tiptoed through an eerie, foggy, colorless forest. Shhh! What was that!
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Gradually, as I descended, colors began
to return in the misty grey forest, until
I was again in a full color world. What
a delightful walk.
I was there at the right moment(s), but
not with the right equipment I
grumbled, as I fumbled with the toy
camera in difficult lighting. I really
must get equipped, I muttered.
But upon reflection, the important
thing was that I was actually there.
Still able to get up pre-dawn, hike
through spooky woods alone, sit out a
cold white-out on a windy summit, get
the shot I pre-visualized, discover a
spooky forest, dawdle interminably,
unhurried, with my Miksang on the
way down. I guess that’s what matters,
right? It isn’t just the work product,
it’s the act of working. I know,
“working” is probably the wrong word,
as some of you may call what I do
“f***ing off,” but it is nonetheless, to
me, important activity.
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I noted in my last Update how this area was a great place, when not distracted, for reflection, and
here I shall leave you with some fun reflection shots.

The Girlz in Shella are doing well. Daphiralin not only survived her two weeks in Shillong taking
those awful exams, but she passed them too! Now she and Bapynshisha just have to finish the
school year strong next month, and then, starting in December Daphi must cram for months to
prepare for her Matrics (or Board Exams) in March which she must pass to gain entry into Class
11.…..somewhere. And Bapyn, I hope, can fill her winter break playing sports! It is going to be a
challenge though as so few opportunities for girls exist there in Shella, but we’ll see.
The Boyz in Shillong I am afraid need me there. They have a different set of problems. For one,
they go to a “free” school, not a formal school with uniforms and all, and I think it will take my
forceful presence there to get them on the right track, perhaps into a real school, and at the
appropriate grade level. It’s not because those Boyz lack the desire, but rather the roadblocks
confronting them may best be battered down by a wild-eyed (and now long haired and toothless
to add to the fright) foreigner like myself.
(Start Date October 1, 2014. Finish Date October 25, 2014. As always, lots of distractions.)
Much love and best wishes to you all.
Peter, Ri, Aibor and Arri
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